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“DocuWare has revolutionised the way Kids Zone operates,
making things easier for parents and nursery staff alike when
it comes to new children joining us, as well as internally with
regard to recruitment and staff training. Keeley Travis were
outstanding in listening to what we needed and implementing
a document management system that met those requirements
in full.”

~ Carole Melia, KZN Director
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Introduction
DocuWare comes with several preconfigured solutions for invoice processing, HR functions
and digital signatures to name but a few.

It’s a key selling point as preconfigured solutions reduce set up and deployment times to just
a matter of days in many cases.

But DocuWare offers so much more and, from my point of view as Keeley Travis’ DocuWare
System Consultant, it’s the built from the ground up, completely bespoke solutions that get
me genuinely excited about a project.

Our DocuWare implementation for Kids Zone Nursery Group (KZN) is one such project,
resulting in a much more streamlined business with hundreds of man hours saved across
the company’s seven sites.

This case study will look in detail at the various bespoke solutions we implemented to
replace KZN’s heavily paper-based processes.

Ben Greenwood
DocuWare System Consultant
Keeley Travis Business Solutions Ltd
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http://www.kzngroup.co.uk/


About Kids Zone Nursery Group
KZN comprises seven nurseries (at the time of writing!) spread around Tameside and Bury.

Each nursery has a manager and multiple nursery staff supported by a top level
management team.

The nurseries themselves offer excellent facilities. Each room creates an environment that
has been designed with a focus on the unique needs of children.

There are a number of additional features that enhance the nursery facilities including a
Sensory Theatre and a large indoor adventure play area, designed especially for our older
children and not forgetting our babies and toddlers, a purpose designed soft play area.

To compliment the facilities Kids Zone boasts an imaginative toy town, where children’s
imaginations have no boundaries, an area for parents to relax and have refreshments while
visiting, and ample parking and drop-off zones.
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The Project

Child Onboarding
As any parent whose child has attended nursery knows, there are numerous forms to
complete during the registration process, from initial enquiry right through to permissions
and vital health and dietary information.

For the parent it’s a laborious process but for the nursery group to process - not to mention
store - so many forms across so many children and multiple sites, it’s a logistical nightmare.

The legal requirements a nursery has to meet are extensive and these child onboarding
forms are the basis for doing so - they are vital.

Our Approach
Our first step was to take a look at the paper forms the group was using - everything starts
with a document with DocuWare!

It quickly became apparent that all of them could be converted to digital forms and, in some
cases, consolidated to lighten the load on the parent as well as KZN. In all we digitised five
forms directly related to the onboarding process, consolidating several to bring the number
down from around 10.

The digitised forms can be completed by parents on site or from home, from their PCs,
laptops or mobile devices, making it much easier to register their children.

The forms are automatically and securely stored in the cloud and are accessible only by the
relevant KZN staff.

The next step was to look at how KZN processed the forms, including who needed to be
notified of a new form completion, what tasks would need carrying out to ensure the relevant
nursery was ready to take the child on their first day and that a chosen payment method was
set up.

Having mapped out each process, a series of automated workflows were constructed within
DocuWare to take away the bulk of the manual work - including data entry - and ensure an
audit trail was in place for each child, clearly showing the stage of their registration.
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A total of 10 workflows were put in place to manage the process from initial enquiry, through
registration and induction to payments. They automated tasks including:

● Identifying and routing forms to the relevant nursery and manager within the group
● Guiding parents through the registration and induction process via clear instructional

emails
● Notifying the accounts department of a new registration (including full parent and

child details and, later, either funding type or payment method)

The result is a relatively pain free experience for the parent, giving them confidence in Kids
Zone Nursery Group, and a much more streamlined internal process for KZN’s staff in
several departments.

Nursery managers know when to expect a new child, accounts know how the child’s place is
to be paid for, including whether or not it’s a funded place and the management team can
keep track of every child.

Because the forms are now digital, there is no longer a requirement to keep paper versions
on site, freeing up valuable real estate within the seven nursery locations.

Documentation can be searched for by nursery, parent name, child name and date and is
instantly retrieved within DocuWare.
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New Staff Acquisition, Onboarding & Training
Another area heavily dependent on paper and manual processes was KZN’s recruitment, HR
and training activities. Here, too, DocuWare has been put to work, eliminating the need for
paper and cutting the administration time down considerably.

It’s worth taking a look at this area in more detail.

KZN advertise the roles they have available on Indeed, on their own website and on social
media channels. This means that initial applications come from various different sources,
including phone and email.

To manage this, each applicant is now sent a link to a DocuWare digital form which asks a
few basic questions.
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It’s this form that kickstarts an automated workflow comprising several parts that will, if
successful, take the applicant right through to their first day on the job. Not only that, it
automatically handles rejections too!

The following graphic maps out the full process.
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It’s a relatively complex process made up of five separate workflows, each triggered by either
a new document or an action.
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The bulk of the workflow is made up of external emails to the applicant and training provider
and tasks for either the HR department or nursery manager to complete.

Tasks include:

● Sending of offer letters and contracts
● Arrangement of interviews
● DBS Checks
● Reference requests
● Uniform ordering
● Inductions (HR and nursery)
● Staff details added to various third party software
● Arrangement of training

Once a task is complete they simply mark it as such in DocuWare and move on to the next
one. This ensures that there is clear detail on which stage each application, onboarding
session and training set up is at for each applicant and new staff member.

As mentioned previously, if an applicant is deemed unsuitable one click sends a nicely
worded email informing them of the decision and the workflow ends, saving even more time.
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Training & Staff Appraisals
Once the above described workflow is complete two further workflows kick in based on the
dates set during the preceding workflow.

Ongoing staff appraisals are held every four months, with notifications that a staff member
is due sent to HR, whilst ongoing training is managed through certificate issue and expiry
dates.

This also includes renewing DBS checks where required.

Issue and expiry dates are indexed and stored in DocuWare alongside the staff member’s
name and notifications are sent in advance to allow time for the HR department to arrange
further training to renew the certifications.

KZN had struggled to ensure training courses were completed on time with the number of
staff spread across so many sites.

DocuWare now allows them to rely on simple notifications to alert them of expiring
certifications and tasks to ensure they are completed and the next renewal is in the system,
freeing up a huge amount of administration time for the HR staff.
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Ongoing Support
Keeley Travis’ involvement does not end with the handover of a completed DocuWare
system. We are always available to resolve any issues that may arise, make small tweaks to
improve the system or, indeed, to work on another area within the business.

This is true for Kids Zone Nursery Group. Having completed the above projects for them, we
will soon be assessing their invoice processing to see how DocuWare can streamline that
particular part of the business.

At Keeley Travis we believe in a long term commitment and relationship that is mutually
beneficial for our customers and ourselves alike.

This is what allows us to stand out and why our customer service is so highly rated across
every service we provide.

Read more about our document management solutions and drop us an enquiry via our
website. Let’s see how we can assist you in your digital transformation, saving you both time
and money in the process.
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https://uk.trustpilot.com/review/keeley-travis.co.uk
https://keeley-travis.co.uk/docuware-document-management-workflow-automation/

